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  2022 WeddingWire Couples’ Choice Awards®

KIINU Wedding Films Named Winner in 2022

WeddingWire Couples’ Choice Awards®

  14th Annual Couples’ Choice Awards Honor the Top Wedding Vendors Nationwide and Abroad 

San Jose, May 01, 2022. -- KIINU Wedding Films was announced as a winner of the 2022 WeddingWire Couples’

Choice Awards®, an accolade representing the top wedding professionals across the board in quality, service,

responsiveness and professionalism reviewed by couples on WeddingWire, a leading wedding vendor

marketplace.

To determine these distinguished wedding professionals, WeddingWire analyzed reviews within its Vendor

Directory across more than 20 service categories—from venues and caterers to florists and photographers—to

find the most- and highest-rated vendors of the year. The winners exhibit superior professionalism,

responsiveness, service and quality when interacting with the millions of couples who turn to WeddingWire to

help with their wedding planning process each month.

Wedding professionals who win WeddingWire Couple’s Choice Awards® are members of WeddingPro, a leading

B2B wedding brand. A marketplace and community for wedding professionals, WeddingPro connects businesses

with more than 13 million unique monthly visitors who are planning weddings on WeddingWire and The Knot, as

well as with hundreds of thousands of pros in the industry. Through its online marketplaces, educational

programs and community-building events, WeddingPro is dedicated to helping wedding professionals build

relationships with couples and pros that grow their businesses.

KIINU Wedding Films is honored to be one of the top vendors in Videography in San Jose on WeddingWire.

For more information about KIINU Wedding Films, please visit us on WeddingWire.

To learn more about the Couples' Choice Awards®, visit www.weddingwire.com/couples-choice-awards.

About KIINU Wedding Films 

Kiinu Wedding Films is a Cinematic Wedding Film company passionate about personalized quality service to

couples. Its co-founders, Natalia Trigueros Y. and Roberto Wittmann J, are married filmmakers; whilst the former's

specialities are Editing and Classical Music Studies, the latter holds a Canadian Film Studies Background from

The University of British Columbia (UBC.ca). Both of them bear a strong dedication for sincerely and discretely

capturing a wedding's most special moments as they unfold throughout the day.

Services Offered

Kiinu Wedding Films achieves its Cinematic Approach by using film industry's colour correction standards,
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attention-to-detail edits, plus artistic, short-form, storytelling cinematography styles. Most packages include:

Getting-Ready Moments

Ceremony and Vows

Toasts

Cake Cutting

Dancing at Reception time

Aerial Footage

RAW Footage (Free of charge when provided with a new Portable Hard Drive).

Kiinu's professional Costa Rican and international filmmakers, are strongly committed to their clients and are

much eager to travel to multiple locations, stay extra hours, as well as open to incorporate the use of multiple

cinematographers.

Their Wedding Film Packages always feature two different length film edits:

One Highlight/Teaser Film (Featuring Original Licensed/Cover Music, meant for sharing on one's

favourite Social Media apps).

One Short Feature Wedding Film (Integrates some of the couple's preferred songs or musical

themes, plus other selected few from their own thorough music library).

Their downloadable edit turn-around time runs between 1-3 months maximum, depending on the selected film

package.

About WeddingWire 

WeddingWire is a trusted online marketplace, connecting couples with local wedding professionals and a suite of

comprehensive tools that make wedding planning easier. Operating within a $250 billion global industry,

WeddingWire helps millions of couples every month find the right team of wedding professionals to personalize

and pull off their special day. Couples around the world can read millions of vendor reviews and search, compare

and book from a directory of hundreds of thousands of vendors local to them. Visit WeddingWire online at

WeddingWire.com and follow on social media: Facebook.com/WeddingWire and @WeddingWire on Instagram, 

Twitter and Pinterest.
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